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Comrades and friends, it is my privilege to be able to present my report at this convention as your National 
Executive Vice-President (NEVP).  
 
When I became the National Vice-President (NVP) for BC/YT in 2014, I never imagined that I would have the 
pleasure of serving the members of CEIU in this capacity. I have given, literally, my blood, sweat and tears to 
this position. And it has more then pushed me. I want you, our members, to know, that I have always tried to 
learn from both the process and the results. And that I have been driven by a desire to change and improve 
our union culture to be one that is more engaging, inclusive, reflective, and that never forgets who we are, or 
ought to be, as advocates for workers. 
 
It has often been an uphill battle. I came into this role somewhat naive to the structural and political barriers 
that I would encounter as I attempted to help influence and create progressive changes. And other barriers 
that I would face coming into the role, at first as a young worker, and always, as a woman. There have been 
many overwhelming moments where it has felt as though there were too many hills to die on and at some 
point I simply had to accept that the chaos that surrounds us in union leadership was not going to pass. And 
that I simply had to learn how to survive and thrive within it.  
 
But the good news, is how much we have been able to accomplish since 2017.  I do not need to remind you 
that CEIU had emerged from our darkest period as we held a special convention to take our union out of 
trusteeship. And I would be remiss, if I did not start out by thanking the former Deputy Trustees of CEIU. It 
was a privilege to work amongst you. And we are a stronger union today, because of your leadership, 
advocacy, and innovation. 
 
I will report now on several areas of responsibility which over the past four and a half of years have either 
been assigned to me or for which I have been accountable for in my capacity as NEVP. The size barriers on my 
report limits what I am able to highlight, but I have detailed to the best of my ability areas I feel are important 
to our members. 
 
Areas of Responsibility: 
 

• Oversight, liaison, national point of contact and reporting officer for six of the seven CEIU national 
standing committees, namely: the National Women’s Committee; the National Young Workers 
Committee; the National Immigration and Refugee Board Annual Conference; the National IRCC 
Committee; and the National Call Centre Committee. I am also an ad-hoc member of the National 
Human Rights and Race Relations Committee, which is overseen by the CEIU National President. I 
have attached, in an appendix to this document, a summary report from each national CEIU 
committee that I have overseen as NEVP. This oversite includes, amongst the day-to-day 
administrative responsibilities of being accountable to these groups, of scheduling meetings and 
coordinating activities and events, but also included training, ongoing support, acting as a point of 
reference, providing technical support and guidance, and other related responsibilities. It was my 
privilege to work with the activists at these tables. I also want to give recognition to our activists who 
participated in our ad hoc EI working group, as well as our ad-hoc meeting on integrity services at 
Service Canada.  

• Responsible for day-to-day operations of CEIU, including allocation of work, staffing, and manager to 
the majority of CEIU staff. This includes the Director of Representation & Labour Relations, Guy 
Boulanger, who acts as the immediate supervisor to the regional office and representation staff, as 
well as providing labour relations advice and counsel to senior management. This responsibility also 
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includes being a step in the grievance process with our staff union, COPE 225, as well as co-chairing 
multiple labour/management tables, including health and safety, employment equity and working 
from home committees.  

• The creation, development, classification, and revision of the majority of staff positions at CEIU, as 
well as participating in and overseeing nearly every staffing process conducted since 2017.  

• Oversight of the vast majority of membership representation within the component has included 
many facets, from file management, prioritization of work, coordination of files, staff training, training 
manual update oversight, etc.  

• On the employer side, I have a seat at every single national labour/management table, including the 
three departmental National Policy Health and Safety (NPHS) tables, with all three employers. I co-
chair the HRUMCC at Service Canada, and the HRNLMCC at IRCC. I have also served as co-chair of 
nearly every national ad-hoc labour/management committee, such as the call center and front-end 
working groups and hold regular bilateral meetings with the heads of human resources for all three 
departments.  

• Operationally, I have usually been accountable to execute decisions made by the members of the 
National Executive (NE). During this mandate, the NE made several changes to our staff levels, as well 
as our structure, including the difficult decision to close our Ontario regional union office (RUO) 
located in Toronto, and relocate it to our national headquarters office (NHQ). Some positions at the 
national office and a couple in the regions, through attrition, were not replaced, and instead new 
positions, including the Political Communications Officer, Membership Engagement Officer, and the 
Employment Equity and Human Rights Offer, were created. As well, the position of Senior 
Administrative Assistant was created to assist in improving administrative operations at CEIU, 
including taking over responsibilities for the membership lists.  

• Employment equity, both internally with our staff, and externally with our three employers, was a file 
I took on determined to create structural changes both in our organization and in the workplaces of 
our members. I now serve on all three departmental employment equity committees. 

• Finally, and perhaps most significantly, was oversight of representation for the component. This 
involved being a final level decision maker with respect to grievance and complaint decision making, 
as well as the responsibility of ensuring that membership representation from our regional offices 
was delivered efficiently and capably. This responsibility also included taking accountability for the 
elimination the massive grievance backlog inhered in 2017, and the need to improve the tools and 
resources available to both our staff and members as it came to training, advocacy and 
representation. 

 
Advocacy and Representation Accomplishments and Highlights: 
 

• Amongst other responsibilities, I oversaw the development and execution of two large scale 
operational projects throughout this mandate. The CEIU staff Policies & Procedures Manual had not 
been properly updated since 2008. Following over six months of consultation with our staff, our staff 
union, and our leadership, an updated Policies & Procedures manual was finalized and adopted at 
CEIU in 2018. As well, despite the fact that Unionware was being used for years at CEIU to track 
paper-based files, after over six months of working with NUR’s and admins from across the country, 
Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) for the usage of Unionware was adopted on January 1, 2018 at 
CEIU – transitioning all paper based files to an electronic platform. Today, we are the only component 
of the PSAC who’s members files are held digitally on the Unionware platform, the same system used 
to maintain membership information.  
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• Following consultations with our representation staff, and after meeting with various vendors, a 
decision was made for National Union Representatives (NURs) at CEIU to have access to Westlaw – a 
program used by the PSAC and Treasury Board providing legislative research, law finding resources, 
and past case outcomes before the labour board. Staff were promptly trained on its usage and were 
then given accounts to access this incredibly valuable resource.  

• In April 2016, CEIU had thousands of backlogged grievances going back to 1999. The vast majority of 
these files came from the Ontario region. Many staff of CEIU, from the national office to various 
regions, collaborated with local activists in Ontario over the past several years to work on this 
backlog. Today, that number is less then 60 – with the goal of a total elimination in the month of 
Convention. This is an enormous achievement and all staff and activists who participated should be 
congratulated for these efforts on behalf of our union.  

• Job descriptions for our staff had also, by and large, not been updated in over a decade. The task of 
having to update job descriptions took nearly two years and included consultation with our staff and 
staff union.  

• Our regional administrative assistants also collaborated to develop an Administrative Manual for CEIU 
staff. From our union’s mandate, to employment procedures, to the appropriate format for out of 
office messages, CEIU staff now have a ‘one stop shop’ for information on their place of work.  

• The union/management working from home committee, which I co-chair, developed, for the first 
time, a working from home policy for staff who were hired to work permanently from home (at this 
time CEIU only has one employee in this situation in Edmonton). A telework policy was also 
developed during the pandemic given the realities of the past year and a half.  

• With respect to employment equity, our labour/management committee wrote the first ever 
employment equity policy for CEIU staff and has been developing our employment equity plan. With 
the assistance of our new staff rep who specializes in employment equity and human rights, we are 
ensuring that we are walking the walk in our house.  

• Having drafted a job description, I was able to bring forward the proposal of creating a new position 
at CEIU – in fact, of any PSAC component – of a Membership Engagement Officer (MEO) in the year 
following our last convention. It is my experience that any successful movement requires constant 
internal organizing. Being unable to rely on PSAC resources to provide direct component support in 
engaging our members, as well as identifying a lack of skill sets internally, we are now able to pursue 
internal engagement in a meaningful way. With a primary responsibility of membership mobilization 
and engagement, our first MEO incumbent helped bring new tools and technologies to CEIU. Before 
we engage our members, we have to be able to contact them. In an effort to do this, we ran a 
national campaign using text messaging and NationBuilder to gather membership information. We 
were successfully able to add thousands and emails and phone numbers to our membership database 
held in Unionware. Currently, the MEO is working on a local-by-local health assessment and has 
established a list of priority offices that require additional engagement support. The incumbent MEO 
has also been given formal training and has been certified in conflict mediation, enabling her to assist 
in challenging relationships amongst activists within our union. 

• With the assistance of the MEO, we were able as well to run a massively successful AED working 
group campaign aimed at the departments demanding that they install AED’s in our members 
workplaces. Using this campaign as a pressure tactic, we were able to successfully negotiate and 
implement AED’s in the workplace at IRB and IRCC. Currently, we have an active working group 
reporting to the NPHS committee at Service Canada with an aim to see implementation in the next 
year. Recognition should be given to the activists and members of the National Young Worker 
Committee for their hard work, their innovation and advocacy on this file.  
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• We also celebrated CEIU’s 40th anniversary with a rebranding project. We were able to engage 
thousands of CEIU members from across the country in choosing our union’s new logo. We also used 
this as an awareness opportunity, sending posters to offices across the country and attaching contact 
information to our website and new social media. 

• We were able to pressure the employer following a large scale political campaign before Christmas 
2019 at Service Canada to end caps on Phoenix emergency payments to our members. 

• With respect to Phoenix damages, CEIU played a critical role in helping the PSAC successfully 
negotiate on behalf of our members with Treasury Board. On Christmas Eve, 2018, CEIU delivered 
over 500 grievances to the employer, garnering media attention and multiplying the number of 
grievances at adjudication by five-fold. These grievances were used as a pressure tactic successfully by 
the PSAC in order to negotiate damages for members at our table. 

• During the pandemic, and following discussions with the respective Ministers for ESDC, we were able 
to successfully force the employer at Service Canada to stop contracting out our call centre bargaining 
agent work for CERB clients, saving hundreds of new CEIU jobs. 

• Regarding the closure of the Case Processing Centre in Vegreville, Alberta, CEIU participated in and 
collaborated on several ‘Respect Vegreville’ campaigns, rallies and direct actions.  

• With the addition of our new Political Communications Officer at CEIU, the execution of my dream of 
a national newsletter finally came to fruition with the publication of ‘From the Ground Up.’ Today, we 
are moving towards the development of our internal communications strategy with the assistance of 
our Communications Officer. 

• With respect to employment equity and human rights and identified need for technical support for 
our national and regional equity committees and representatives, as well as with the employer were 
recognized and actioned. I was proud to write the job description and oversee the staffing process for 
the first Employment Equity and Human Rights Officer at CEIU. 

• In the same vein, I was successfully able to negotiate the introduction of consultation tables with all 
three employers, on employment equity.  

• We are also conducting a review of our membership training manuals through an equity lens.  
 
None of these achievements, or others that I was unable to list here due to space, could have been 
accomplished without the amazing support of our activists, elected leadership and staff of CEIU.  
 
Human Rights and Employment Equity: 
 
I would like to use this opportunity to address our Black members at CEIU. We see you, and we hear you. The 
series of events that have occurred both at home and around the world since the murder of Georgy Floyd 
have made a lasting impact on our labour movement. It is no longer business as usual at the Canada Labour 
Congress, or amongst its affiliates. 
 
The CEIU NE was proud to support the Black employee lawsuit. But as allies, we also recognized our obligation 
to eliminate workplace barriers as well as consider ways in which our union can be more reflective and 
inclusive of our membership. To that end, I was proud to assist in the drafting of CEIU’s first anti-racism policy.  
 
There is a necessity for white people to acknowledge and take action to change a system that we help to 
perpetuate. We live in a society and a country where the discovery of thousands of Indigenous children’s 
bodies, not that long ago murdered and buried, is our tragic reality. Where in London, Ontario, Islamophobia 
led to the tragic loss of members of the Muslim community. Where acts of violence beset Asian communities.  
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We must actively continue to join in calls for the implementation of the recommendations of the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission. For more tangible actions against Islamophobia and for an end to anti-Asian 
violence.  
 
Within our component, we must revaluate our representation work and how we advocate for our equity 
seeking activists. This is why our training manuals are being re-evaluated through an equity lens – for both our 
staff and our activists – to ensure that we are adhering to our own social justice values and principles.  We 
must continue to do everything necessary to eradicate systemic racism in our union and in our workplaces.  
 
Workplace Priorities: 
 
There are countless topics that we have prioritized or worked on over the past several years. However, for the 
purposes of my report I wish to highlight some current and, what I believe ought to be, future workplace 
priorities for our union.  
 
More recently, the usage of artificial intelligence in our workplaces has also spawned a concern for techno-
racism.  Techno-racism is defined as a process in which racism experienced by people of colour is encoded 
into the technical systems used, in this situation, in our workplaces. We ought to remain concerned that 
digital technologies used by the government can, even unwittingly, discriminate against equity seeking 
persons by encoding discrimination into software. We must look critically therefore, and through an equity 
lens, in the way in which we advocate and represent our members as more and more of our work becomes 
digitized, or the monitoring of our members is subject to artificial intelligence.  
 
I could not complete this report without mention of the impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic. CEIU members 
made history when dozens of our members walked off the job using the protections of the Canada Labour 
Code regarding their health and safety. CEIU nationally had been working for months with the employer at 
Citizen Services, making progress on plexiglass and security. However, the closure of the front-end offices 
allowed us to have more negotiation ability and strength at the national health and safety tables, to ensure 
that safety measures would be put in place not just for the short term, but for the long-term benefits of our 
members.  
 
The pandemic also increased the demand for virtual hearings at both the IRB and IRCC. We are only now 
beginning to see the impacts on the clients – in many cases, vulnerable and at-risk refugee claimants. We are 
also seeing the impact of the stress levels and on the integrity of the work done by our decision makers in 
immigration, as they work so hard to navigate through this new reality for immigration and refugee hearings, 
as well as attempt to meet the ever-shifting demands of the Immigration Minister.  
 
Other paid leave, or ‘699’ leave, has also remained a massive source of contention in our workplaces. The 
employer, by unilaterally choosing to violate our collective agreement and limit the application of 699 leave to 
our members, has disproportionately impacted women and equity seeking groups. We must continue to fight 
back, at all levels of the union, on these policies and process that discriminate against our most at-risk 
membership.  
 
We are also focused on the future of telework in the public service. As Treasury Board has adopted its own 
policy, applicable to all government departments, we have been attempting to negotiate departmental 
guidelines with each of our employers. Our employer tells us they are considering a hybrid model – allowing 
for more flexibility post-pandemic, in order for more employees to access telework. However, we know the 
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significance of the language that will be adopted in these guidelines, as we risk leaving workers behind if we 
are not considerate and inclusive of the various needs of our membership, as it relates often to family status.  
 
We must also continue to advocate for our front-line workers. Service Canada Centre staff, who throughout 
the pandemic, bravely reported to the workplace to continue providing accessible services to Canadians. 
Advocacy for the health and safety of these workers is paramount and must continue.  
 
So too must we consider the impact, for example, on our call centre membership. The toll on mental health 
and wellness cannot be overstated. We need to reconsider now, how we do our union work. The ways in 
which we prioritize our members wellness. How we work with and advocate, and have empathy, for so many 
of our members experiencing so much trauma as a result of the various events of the past nearly two years.  
 
Our union will need to innovative and be adaptable to necessary changes. And while we could benefit from 
experienced leadership to help us navigate this new normal, we must listen to the voices of a new generation 
of workers. Hired in a pandemic. Many of them young workers of a new era, with a new lived experience, 
different priorities, and new ideas. 
 
We also have to reconsider the ways in which we carry out political action and engage our members in this 
new world. We must continue to adapt how we provide representation to our members. Reconsider and 
evaluate our structural supports to ensure that they meet today’s reality – and adapt where they do not.  
 
Health and safety is evolving as well. How are we considering wellness for our members working from home? 
Ergonomics? Domestic violence? These are priorities that we need to continue with following our convention. 
 
For the IRB, we were successful in participating in a joint PSAC/Treasury Board committee to advocate for the 
mental wellness of workers who day in and day out are subject read, listen to, or witness horrific acts of 
violence, torture, and human rights violations. It is our goal that the results of this initiative will produce 
additional support measures to assist our members in managing the stress caused by the extreme nature of 
their work.  
 
Wellness also remains a top priority for us at IRCC. Where offices like the Montreal Call Centre are what we 
consider to be toxic work environments. Nepotism, unadvertised staffing processes, micro-management and 
harassment plague this department. And these workers require additional advocacy as we apply increased 
pressure on the employer to change their culture. The employer continues, at IRCC, to lack consultation or 
understand the definition of consultation as it relates to collective agreement articles such as variable hours 
of work. Their expansion as well, of umbrella health and safety committees, now in multiple cities across the 
country, cause concern for our union. 
 
And while the implementation of Bill C-65 has brought about some positive changes for the prevention and 
process of workplace violence complaints, it has also raised some serious concerns about procedural fairness. 
With none of our departments adhering even to legislated requirements for health and safety training, our 
optimism remains tabled that the employer understands and respects the seriousness of workplace wellness. 
 
There are groups of workers as well who require additional attention and support from their union. There is 
more work to be done to engage and advocate for Team Leaders at Service Canada and IRCC. Always walking 
a line as union members supervising union members, we have to consider the ways in which we can provide 
further support to these workers, and this should be an early priority following convention for the NE.  
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The federal Liberal government intends to spend money to stimulate the economy. And for us in the federal 
public sector, this means more jobs. And we at CEIU in particular have watched our membership increase 
exponentially. But this does not make working conditions improve – or afford our members the better pay 
that they deserve. We need to ensure in our negotiations with this employer, that efforts to rebuild the public 
service will go beyond a short term, post-pandemic reality. And ensure that any and all recovery plans 
prioritize workers.  
 
Activism & Engagement: 
 
A mantra that I learned in my years of work on Parliament Hill for the federal NDP – was to always, always be 
organizing.  
 
It has been a privilege introducing the first ever Membership Engagement Officer position to CEIU. And I have 
detailed earlier in this report many of our achievements. However, organizing must begin from the ground up. 
And the work we are doing in regions like Ontario, to put our resources, energies and focus on engagement 
are already showing signs of success. More and more locals are coming into compliance with our unions 
regulations, and we are finding activists in parts of the country we had not reached prior to the pandemic. I 
need to give special recognition to the regional activists who have taken on this engagement priority and are 
on the ground doing the good work of the union. 
 
Part of our negotiations with the employer throughout the pandemic has been the creation of virtual 
bulleting boards on employer networks. CEIU has been successful in negotiating space so that members, at a 
bare minimum, across Canada will be able to find their local executive contact information, and links to the 
CEIU website.  
 
With the development of multiple new training manuals as well, our staff are prepared to assist in training 
local offices on discipline, administrative investigations, health and safety, grievance handling, and more.  
 
We must also consider engagement in our communities. Many years ago, CEIU was a leading national 
advocate for migrants, refugees, and employment insurance. I am so proud that today, CEIU can once again 
lay claim to having re-established and re-built community ties, with EI advocacy groups across Canada, and 
organizations like the Canadian Council for Refugees. Regular meetings with these community organizations 
and interest groups have assisted us in our own advocacy for social justice and provided us with a different 
perspective in the work that we do on behalf of our members and on behalf of the labour movement.  
  
We have also reinvested in our online presence. For the first time, CEIU created social media accounts across 
various platforms, completely redesigned our national website, and introduced regional sites. As we move 
now to considerations for local supports, we are also prioritizing the introduction of a (newly updated from 
1981) Local Officers Handbook. 
 
This handbook will be made available both digitally and in print – and will serve as a ‘go to’ document for new 
and existing local activists, giving them an invaluable resource that will assist them in their mandates and 
activism. I am incredibly proud of the work accomplished, and want to thank our MEO, Ashley Petrin, for her 
work on these files.  
 
Internal Operational Recommendations: 
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As a result of the addition of so many new members since the start of the pandemic, I have recently co-
chaired a committee with our staff union in representation, to review the workloads of our National Union 
Representatives in each region. I have raised my concerns now with the National Executive, but I find it 
prudent to also put this to our delegates going to convention as we consider operational priorities and 
budgets.  
 
I would like to highlight that with the addition of nearly 10k members since our last convention, it is my 
recommendation as NEVP, that we require additional representation staff to be hired in our regions. A 
minimum of 3-4 additional NURs across Canada should be considered as a priority to service delivery for the 
members of CEIU to assist in the growing workload.  
 
I encourage delegates at convention to consider the organizational and representative realities that 
representing 28,000 members brings with it and to make informed decisions that will benefit all members of 
CEIU.  
 
Additionally, given the vast number of changes, new resources and procedures that have occurred at CEIU 
over the past several years, I would strongly recommend that a review be conducted following convention to 
assess the representation provided by our internal operations at CEIU, in hopes of seeking recommendations 
or assurances that we are providing the best possible level of service to our members. 
 
Consideration must also be given to ensure that the elected leadership as well as our staff receive 
unconscious bias training, as well as a working knowledge of employment equity and human rights. CEIU staff 
had obligatory unconscious bias training that was conducted throughout 2020, but there remains a need to 
continue ensuring advocacy and representation at all levels of our union is done through an equity lens.  
 
Finally, it is becoming evident that with so many of our members experiencing extreme mental health crisis, 
our staff and activists would benefit from special training on how to advocate for members experiencing 
mental wellness concerns.  
 
Closing Remarks: 
 
I will start my closing remarks by thanking as many people as possible. Starting with our grassroots members. 
We are blessed with the most incredible, empathic, hard working activists across this country. People who 
during the hardest periods of their employment put their own needs to the side to help their colleagues. 
Giving up evenings and weekends with their family and friends to receive training. To help a co-worker 
through a DTA. Or help your colleagues experiencing pay issues. You are the true heroes of our union. 
 
I must also thank our regional activists, who have grown in number and experience over the past several 
years. Your experience and guidance to the locals has created so much positive impact and change in our 
regions, and our entire union is stronger thanks to your efforts.  
 
I want to thank activists who participate in regional and national committees. Your voices and leant 
experience have helped our leadership steer its course and has ensured always that we make our decisions 
based on the lived experience of our members on the shop floor. 
 
To the National Executive. You have worked through a pandemic, a failed pay system, endless contract 
negotiations. You have done it while working full time for your employer. You have stood firm, even when 
criticized, in your values and ethics and in your decision making and actions on behalf of the members of 
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CEIU. We have accomplished an incredible amount of work together. And I have been so proud to serve next 
to each and every one of you. All of you have taught me so much. Thank you. 
 
I need to give special thank you to our National President. Eddy and I have not always agreed. We often do 
not have a shared approach. But we have, more often than not, agreed on end goals. I cannot imagine that 
these working relationships are easy throughout the best of times. But we have managed, through nearly five 
years of working side by side, to stay focused on the work ahead of us. Eddy has always remained available 
and open to discussion and dialogue. And I want to thank him for his service as our National President. 
 
I also want to thank my alternate National Executive Vice-President, Fabienne Jean-Francois. About a year 
ago, my health took a turn for the worst, and I was able to nearly overnight do a hand over to her capable 
hands, resting easy as I knew she would advocate as I would and work as hard as I would and fight as hard as I 
would for our members. She has been there to support, validate, and sometimes kick my ass. And I can never 
express to her how her role, not only in the union, but in my life as my dear friend, has impacted me. If I have 
been successful as a leader in our labour movement, it is in no small part thanks to her presence in my life.  
 
No one person can capably manage to have any sort of work/life balance in a role such as this, or to maintain 
sometimes even a sense of humour. Moving from local president, to a regional NVP, to NEVP of CEIU – I have 
benefitted by never having to walk this journey alone. Because I always had the support of my sister, Vanessa 
Sandsmark, at my side. Helping in anyway she could. Capably overseeing the BC/YT region when I moved to 
national. Always there with an ear ready to listen. Friends – these roles are hard. Take heed to keep your 
friends close. Quite simply, thank you Vanessa. For everything.  
 
I must give eternal gratitude to the staff at CEIU. It was a rocky start for some of us. The National President 
and I inherited a broken organization when we got elected. And for approximately the first two years, as we 
implemented changes and attempted to improve operations, we made some mistakes along the way. Please 
know that I have done my utmost to consider long term impacts, for our staff and our members, to maintain 
workplace wellness as a priority, and most importantly, to improve on how we manage. Today, as we enter 
into a new cycle, we are going in with the best labour/management relations CEIU has seen in years. And I 
want to thank the local stewards of COPE 225 who have helped so significantly in working collaboratively so 
that CEIU can actively model what being a union employer could look like.  
 
I would like to thank Guy Boulanger, Director of Representation & Labour Relations. For overseeing our 
representation section so diligently, with compassion, and from a place of experience that our entire 
membership has benefited from. Thank you for never shying away from providing guidance and advice to the 
leadership of this union, even when we disagree. Thank you for supporting me in my capacity as NEVP in a 
way that has allowed me to fulfill my responsibilities and accountabilities to our membership. Even when it 
occasionally means angry phone calls and tough conversations. You have my utmost respect. 
 
And to our fearless Executive Assistant, Gina Corbiere. It cannot be easy trying to keep up with me. Juggling 
national committees, collective bargaining, conferences and conventions. You perform exceptional service to 
our union, and I would be lost without your support. 
 
It must also be noted. That this is the last convention for CEIU’s Brigitte Jean-Duguay. Our convention queen. 
Thank you, Brig, for your long service to CEIU. For all the quiet talks in your office, where you shared the 
history of our union with me. Encouraged me when I felt ill equipped to take on a challenge. Your presence 
will be so missed, and I wish you all the happiness in your retirement. 
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Over the past four and a half years, I have done countless media interviews and have been quoted on the 
cover of national newspapers or appeared on the 6 o’clock news across the country. I have been summoned 
to appear before the House of Commons to testify on behalf of our members in immigration. I have sat with 
Ministers, Deputy Ministers, lobbied politicians of all stripes (even the Conservatives at night in dark bars in 
Ottawa so no one would see me). I have organized, spoken at or marched in countless rallies across Canada. I 
have been asked to speak at young worker, and women’s, and human rights platforms for various unions and 
organizations. I have been asked to run in a federal election for the NDP. I have publicly and privately 
challenged every level of political leadership for both the employer and the union. I have written articles 
advocating for our members. Co-created an online forum to have open and honest discussions about our 
union and the labour movement, engaging tens of thousands of activists nationally through Facebook. I am 
part way through a labour relations certification at Queens University. Have improved my bilingualism 
through French language tutoring.  Have negotiated two collective agreements. Campaigned for women to 
get elected in labour leadership as well as federal political leadership.  I have spent hours every month since I 
have been elected mentoring anyone and everyone who has approached me and requested the opportunity.  
 
Since the pandemic, the majority of my days as NEVP are filled with meetings. Meetings with our staff. With 
members of our NE. With grassroots members and activists. Endless consultation – sometimes 
confrontational - meetings with the employer. The days are long, and often thankless.  
 
Prior to the pandemic, I had the opportunity to travel across the country and visit members in every region of 
CEIU. From Edmonton Canada Place, to 17 Peel Street in Montreal, to 223 Churchill in St Johns. From the IRCC 
call centre, to the Cremazie building in Gatineau, to our former office in Vegreville. To the infamous site of the 
start of the clerk strike, at 2900 Yonge Street in Toronto.  
 
And it was those opportunities. To speak at a rally. To walk down the aisle of a processing site. To observe a 
refugee hearing. Or a citizenship ceremony. Those have been the most rewarding activities that I have had the 
privilege of benefiting from. Because every time I got to sit with a local executive and help them strategize, or 
encourage them to confront their employer, teach them how to do an OSH inspection, or help them to 
resolve a DTA, it was those visits that I will never be capable of forgetting.  Because they served as an ever-
present reminder that every action that we take must always, always benefit workers. And these are the 
memories, whatever comes next, that I will treasure the most. This has been the most demanding, and most 
rewarding role I have held in my life. 
 
Thank you, to the members of CEIU. For allowing me the privilege of serving four and a half years, as your 
National Executive Vice-President.  
 
 
In Solidarity, 

 
Crystal Warner 
National Executive Vice President 
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APPENDIX: 
 

A) National Young Workers Committee Report 
B) National Call Centre Report 
C) National Women’s Committee Report 
D) Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada Committee Report 
E) Immigration and Refugee Board Conference Report 
F) Summary overview of the 1-800-O-Canada Campaign 

 
In addition to the above, the NEVP has also submitted to convention a Report on the Trusteeship of CEIU.  

 
APPENDIX A - National Young Workers Committee Report  
 
This committee was introduced to CEIU following the 2017 CEIU Triennial Convention, and there was a lot of 
groundwork to establish for the National Young Workers Committee (NYWC). At their first meeting, the NYWC 
established and adopted their Terms of Reference, raised concerns impacting young workers in the 
workplace, and discussed priorities moving forward. The committee has held a formal two-day meeting each 
calendar year in addition to several ad hoc meetings per year. In addition to discussing workplace issues, 
developing campaigns, and drafting and prioritizing resolutions for this convention, the committee also took 
part in convention preparation training and mobilization and engagement training. Some of the important 
work accomplished by the NYWC includes: 
 

• Leading the National Automated External Defibrillator campaign, which was a huge success resulting 
in the rollout in all departments of an AED program. The AED petition written and championed by the 
committee was presented to the House of Commons on June 7, 2021.  

• The creation of an onboarding brochure for new members highlighting topics of importance in the 
workplace. 

• The NYWC representatives supporting each other while setting up Young Worker Committees in the 
regions allowing the regional committees to share best practices and tools. 

 
The NYWC remains committed to its mandate and hopes to continue to build relationships with the NVPs and 
the regions and to continue to campaign for issues of importance to young workers.  
 
Appendix B - Call Centre Committee Report  
 
Since the 2017 National Convention the Call Centre Committee (CCC) reviewed and updated their Terms of 
Reference in order to ensure communication on a regular basis nationally and across departments to discuss 
call centre specific issues and to raise these issues with employer counterparts at national tables.   
 
Early on in their mandate, the committee assisted, with the then committee chair participating, in a national 
working group with the employer on the implementation of the new provisions in the collective agreement 
established around five-minute breaks.  
 
Some of the other important work done by the CCC during their current mandate includes: 

- Submission of the following bargaining demands: 
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1. The time between calls coming through to a call centre employee shall not be less than 30 
seconds. 

2. That call centre employees have the right to immediately disengage during an abusive or 
harassing call. 

3. Training for dealing with difficult calls. 
- Survey of call centre members to obtain feedback regarding the implementation of Article 58 

measures 
- Resolutions to the 2021 CEIU National Convention 
- Anti-Racism. This is an undeniable issue in call centres as can be seen through stabilization exercises 

and career advancement opportunities.  
 
Ongoing Issues being discussed and worked on: 
 

- Telework - Equipment reliability and ergonomic requirements 
- Crisis intervention and suicide or threat of harm de-escalation training for call centre staff 
- The promotion of the JLP training: Grounding Ourselves in Uncertain Times   
- Quality Programs - Coaching, Monitoring & Screen Monitoring concerns 
- Flexible Hours and Alternate Work Arrangements with Service Canada   
- New staff training inconsistencies and lack of support for new staff following the hiring surge caused 

by the pandemic 
- The 1-800 O Canada call centre 
- Outsourcing of Article 59.02 training 

 
APPENDIX C - Women’s Committee Report  
 
Under the leadership of our two National Vice Presidents for Women, Lynda MacLellan and Jodi MacPherson, 
the CEIU National Women’s committee has accomplished so much in its current mandate.  
 
The members of the National Women’s Committee have worked with their respective regional committees to 
promote women’s training and education on topics such as lobbying, convention preparation, resolution 
writing, engagement and has delivered domestic violence training across the regions in the workplaces in 
collaboration with the employer.   
 
This committee organizes and promotes participation in events such as, Take back the night Marches, Sister’s 
in Sprit Vigils, National day of Remembrance and Action on violence against Women and International 
Women’s Day. 
 
The National Women’s Committee has found innovative ways to remain active and dedicated to their cause 
throughout the pandemic. They hosted numerous online events including body positivity workshops, a virtual 
national story telling event for International Women’s Day this year and a 16 days of Action online event 
leading up to the National Day of Remembrance and Action on Violence against Women. The 2021 National 
Women’s Conference was held in June of this year using the ZOOM platform. This was the second National 
conference organized by this committee during their current mandate. Both were resounding successes. 
 
Other accomplishments of this committee include the review and update of the National Child Care Policy, 
several resolutions to this convention, fundraising to provide donations to rape crisis centers and women’s 
shelters and the building of a Women’s Network to identify point people in each local as women’s 
representatives.  
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APPENDIX D - Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada Committee Report 
 
The IRCC Advisory Committee has held two meetings each calendar year. Since its creation many years ago, it 
provides a forum of discussion for issues IRCC members face across Canada and shares them with the national 
leadership of CEIU. For the first time, IRCC national management even accepted to attend a meeting in 2020 
following pressure imposed by senior leadership at CEIU. 
 
Some of the important work done by the Committee during their current mandate includes: 
 

• Preparing resolutions to Convention to establish IRCC National Conference to adequately deal with 

IRCC members’ concerns and issues 

• In conjunction with the IRB Committee, the Committee discussed a few things that could help 

improving efficiency in line with the Yeates Report 

• Put in place best practices for easy contact and discussions 

Ongoing Issues being discussed and worked on: 
 

• Duty to accommodate issues 

• Staffing issues, such as:  
o Increase of unadvertised staffing process 
o Nepotism in the workplace 

• Productivity is very much pushed by the Employer 

• Workload and backlog (partially due to the refugee influx) 

• Vegreville office closure and move to Edmonton 

 
APPENDIX E - Immigration and Refugee Board Conference Report 
 
This committee has held a formal meeting each calendar year. Since its creation, many years ago, it provides 
IRB locals a forum of discussion and gives the committee the opportunity to share issues members face across 
Canada. The committee has been able to share concerns to senior management directly as they were invited 
twice as guests to their meeting.   
 
Some of the important work done by the committee during their current mandate includes: 
 

• Having management recognized that our members that are decision makers require overtime to be 

accessible. 

• The committee has brought to management’s attention that they should focus on work quality, not 

simply focus on work quantity. 

• In conjunction with the IRCC Advisory Committee, they discussed a number of issues that could help 

improving efficiency in line with the Yeates Report, along with acting as an advocacy group against 

several of the proposals found in the report. 

Ongoing Issues being discussed and worked on: 
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• Members discussed the issues around staffing in all regions. One ongoing problem is acting 
opportunities. The other is about non-advertised staff processes. The lack of transparency has 
impacted moral. 

• The limited opportunities of career advancement at IRB. 

• The difficulties for Locals to be aware of new employees. 

• Workload stressors  

• Challenges faced in some Locals on workplace health & safety. 
 
APPENDIX F - Summary overview of the 1-800-O-Canada Campaign 
 
At the start of my mandate as NEVP, I was made aware that the call centre work for 1-800-O-Canada was 

being contracted out. Several meetings were held with the employer over the years, including at the National 

Labour Management Meeting with the Deputy Minister of ESDC, to challenge the employer to end the 

contracting out of our bargaining agent work. During this period, CEIU was able to successfully turn over 75 

positions into public sector jobs and help these workers become members of CEIU. 

In 2020, the employer announced to the union that they had sold the contract for 1-800-O-Canada, and that a 

decision had been taken following discussions with the union to convert the existing site in Ottawa into an EI 

call centre. However, at that meeting, CEIU also learned that new call centres would be established -  under 

this new contractor, Gatestone, in Montreal and Toronto.  

CEIU welcomed the 276 employees that joined our membership as a result of this change. However, our 

concern regarding the contracting out of our work remains.  

Little is known about the working conditions within these locations, but basic research has demonstrated that 

the call centre agents get paid substantially less than our members, and do not enjoy the same benefits or 

protections of being members of a union. 

Gatestone is a large corporation with offices around the world, but it is headquartered is Arizona. They are 

primarily known as a collection agency, and many of their previous contracts for the Government of Canada 

were collection contracts.  

I went to PSAC at this point and following several meetings, a cross-component working group was 

established to fight back on contracting out. In June, CEIU’s proposal for funding from the PSAC anti-

contracting out campaign funds was approved, and the component was granted $50,000 to assist in an anti-

contracting out campaign regarding 1-800-O-Canada. 

The ad campaign will soon go live. Once the ads launch, there will also be a section of Uncoverthecosts.ca that 

will be dedicated to this campaign and will allow members, as well as the public, to send letters to the 

involved ministers and read about the issues with contracting out government services. It is important that 

our component continue to fight against contracting out. 


